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After some  success with a  small asphalt pavement  recycling project 
in 1975,  Kossuth County,  Iowa  programmed  a much  larger undertaking 
during  the 1976 construction  season.  The work  performed  in 1975 indi- 
cated that a quality product  could  be produced  with some modifications 
to conventional equipment.  As  anticipated,  the major  problem  encountered 
was  the excessive air pollution created during the heating and  mixing 
process. 
As part of  its 1976 road  program,  Kossuth County  developed plans 
for recycling sixteen miles of  existing asphalt pavements  using the 
"hot mix"  recycling process.  One  project,  ten miles in length,  was 
selected by  the Federal Highway  Authority as part of  "Demonstration 
Project No.  39,  Recycling  Asphalt Pavements."  The FHWA  provided  a 
$29,500 grant to the project to be used  for project  testing and  evaluation. 
Cooperation and  input into the work  proposed  for 1976 was  received 
from many  sources.  The  people and  organizations contributing were  the 
Federal Highway  Authority,  the Iowa  Department of  Environmental  Quality, 
the Federal Environmental Protection Agency,  several contractors,  and 
personnel from  the Kossuth County Engineer's Office. 
To  establish some  project paramenters,  the Iowa  Department  of 
Transportation Materials Laboratory,  as part of  the FHWA  work  plan, 
evaluated the existing pavement  structurally and  for existing pavement 
material properties.  Core  samples were cut in the old pavement.  These 
samples were analyzed  extensively in Iowa  Department  of  Transportation 
laboratories.  The  tests indicated that the old pavement  contained a high 
percentage of  fine material--ten  or eleven percent passing  the 200  seive-- 
and a  high shale content.  These tests revealed  that the asphalt binder had  hardened dramatically over the years with existing recovered residual 
asphalt penetrations being  in the range of  sixteen to twenty-eight. 
A  Road  Rater Deflection Survey was  performed on  the ten mile project 
prior to salvaging  the old pavement  on July 13 and  July 19, 1976.  Old 
pavement  deflections were high as shown  below: 
Old  Pavement  Deflection 
Mean  Defl.  Std.  Defl.  Coef  of  Var.  -  Low 
Kossuth County  asphalt pavement  recycling Project SN-1179(6)  was 
awarded  to the low bidder,  Everds Brothers Incorporated,  Algona,  Iowa  on 
May  13,  1976,  in the amount  of  $621,418.71.  A  copy  of  the contract as 
awarded  is shown  in Exhibit A  of  this report.  Exhibit B,  the title sheet, 
shows  the location and  length of  the project and other relative information. 
Exhibit C  contains the typical cross-section  of  the roadway  before and 
after construction and  special notes which were part of  the plans and 
specifications for the work. 
Project Design 
Kossuth County,  Iowa  Project SN-1179(6)  was  originally constructed 
661 
under  a stage construction program  between  the years 1957 and  1964.  The 
pavement  was  built  on a roadway  width of  24  feet.  Before the old 7 to 7% 
inch pavement  was  removed  this resulted in a  travelled way  width of  22  feet 
with no  shoulders.  A  dangerous traffic situation was  thus created 
compounded  by  very deep road  drainage ditches and  steep foreslopes.  As it 
existed,  maintenance costs of  the pavement  were very high;  and,  for the 
sake of  safety,  shoulder construction was  necessary. 
The  existing road grade was  well above the surrounding farmland,  and, 
if  the grade line  was  lowered  uniformly,  a snow  removal  problem  would  not be created.  After  the energy crisis of  1973,  truck shouldering costs 
skyrocketed cutting heavily into the County  Road  Budget.  As a result 
of  these factors, it  was  concluded  that it would  be more  economical  to 
salvage the old pavement,  lower  the existing grade line 18 inches 
uniformly,  and  rebuild shoulders from  excess material within the old 
road right of  way.  It was estimated that this method  of  construction 
would  reduce  the amount  of  truck haul shouldering material from  270,000 
cubic yards to 40,000  cubic yards. 
It was  estimated  that about 128,000  square yards of  old pavement 
could  be  salvaged involving approximately  47,300  tons of  bituminous 
material.  Also,  it  was  planned  to salvage the existing four inches of 
chemically  treated gravel sub-base  and  incorporate this old base material 
in the new  sub-base  construction.  A  plan was  then developed  for a 30  to 
34  foot roadway  width,  six-inch  full depth asphaltic concrete pavement, 
and a pavement  width of  22  feet, all  constructed on a four-inch  prepared 
soil aggregate sub-base. 
From  the experience gained from the 1975 recycling project,  it was 
decided  to use a  66  213% recycled  pavement  aggregate and  33  1/3%  virgin 
gravel aggregate as the aggregate mixture for the new  pavement  mix.  A 
314  inch maximum  size gravel aggregate was  to be combined  with recycled 
material crushed  to a  two  inch maximum  size.  This mixture of  aggregate 
was  proposed  with the thought  that this mixture might  help in getting a 
handle on  the air pollution problem. 
From  many  core samples taken from  the old pavement,  the Iowa  Department 
of  Transportation laboratories determined  that &$  of  useful,  recoverable 
asphalt cement  existed in the recyclable pavement.  It was  planned 
that the bottom  four inches of  the finished pavement  have an asphalt content 
of  6.75% and  the two  inch surface coarse have an asphalt content of  7.75%. Actual  trial pavement mixes  later proved  to require that the final 
pavement mix  should  contain 7.75% asphalt content in the lower  four 
inches and  8.25% asphalt content in the surface coarse. 
In an effort to "liven up"  the asphalt cement  in the old pavement 
and  construct a softer more  flexible pavement,  a 120 to 150 penetration 
asphalt cement  was  specified in the contract documents.  Previous asphalt 
pavement work  in Kossuth County  required the use of  85  to 100 penetration 
asphalt. 
Preliminary  Construction Work 
The  first step in the reconstruction of  the roadway  was  the 
extension of  the existing drainage structures to accomodate  the new 
roadway  design width.  Luckily,  all  but one of  the in-place  culverts 
were  reinforced circular concrete culverts and  the extension of  these 
was  a simple matter.  Extension of  these culverts was  done by  County 
day  labor forces and  was  not a part of  the recycling  contract. 
At a road  intersection five miles North  from  the South  end  of  the 
project,  an exsiting concrete box  culvert was  replaced by  a twelve  foot 
diameter corrugated metal cuvlert.  Some  anticipated  settlement was  expected 
in the area of  this culvert though  a good  granular material was  used  in 
the backfill operation. 
Other  preliminary  work  which was  not apart of  the contract awarded 
to Everds  Bros.,Inc.  was  furnishing the supply of  virgin aggregates to the 
asphalt plant  site.  The virgin aggregates were  processed under  a separate 
contract,  hauled  23  miles,  and  stockpiled at the plant  location.  The amount 
of  virgin aggregates used  on  this project was  13,292 tons at a cost at  plant 
site of  $2.45  per  ton.  This adds  to the cost of  the contract awarded  in 
the amount  of  $32,565.40.  The  quality of  the virginaggregateswas marginal 
but was  the most  convenient available. Salvaging Old  Pavement 
The  first phase of  the contractor's  work was  to salvage and  stock- 
pile the old pavement.  It should  be mentioned  here that the contractor, 
on  one other recycling project,  attempted to scarify and  crush the old 
pavement  on the roadway  before loading,  hauling  and  stockpiling.  This 
was  done employing  a Pettibone pulverizing machine.  Though  the Pettibone 
machine did pulverize the old pavement  to a maximum  two  inch size,  the 
contractor considered  the process too slow and  costly. 
On  this project,  all  the old pavement  was  salvaged by  first ripping 
the pavement  with two  scarifier teeth mounted  on  the rear of  a D-9 
tractor.  The old pavement  broke up  easily into chunk  sizes which  could 
easily be loaded  into ten cubic yard  trucks by  a  three cubic yard 
rubber-tired  loader.  To  limit the amount  of  foreign material,  such as 
dirt and  grass,  being  picked up  during the loading process,  the sod  and 
dirt along  the old pavement  edges were removed  by  a motor  grader and 
pushed  into the road ditch.  The  salvaged pavement  was  then truck hauled 
an  average of  three miles to the plant site, stockpiled and made  ready 
for crushing to a  two  inch maximum  size. 
Aggregate truck haul distance,  employing  this salvaging operation, 
was  decreased by  twenty miles on  26,622  tons of  asphalt mix aggregate on 
5  this project.  This results in an energy  savings of  5.3244  x 10  ton miles. 
Tabulations provided  by  the Federal Highway  ~uthorit~(l)  show  that 4270 
Btu per  ton mile are consumed  when  three-axle  dump  trucks are  used as 
hauling units.  Thus,  an energy  savings of  (5.3244  x lo5)  (2)  (4.270  x 
8  lo3)  =  45.470376  x 10  Btu's were realized in the aggregate hauling part 
of  the work. 
Using  the Asphalt Institute's Publication "Energy  Requirements for 
Roadway  Pavements,"  MlSC-75-3,  April 1975 and  the tables therin,  the energy  savings amount  to 36,376  gallons of  gasoline or 32,712  gallons 
of  number  two  diesel fuel. 
Additionalsavingsoccurs  in that the salvaged pavement  contains 
a percentage of  asphalt cement  as it exists on the roadway.  This 
asphalt cement  does not require hauling from  the refinery.  This decreases 
the haul distance of  that portion of  asphalt cement which is incorporated 
in the final recycled pavement  mix. 
Laboratory  tests indicated that the existing pavement  contained about 
2v% of  reusable apshalt.  On  a project of  this magnitude  (42,129  tons), 
this amounts  to 950  tons of  asphalt cement  which  could be re-incorporated 
in the final pavement.  Haul distance of  virgin asphalt cement  was  175 
miles from Minneapolis  to the plant site.  By  eliminating a 175 mile 
haul of  950 tons of  A.C.,  (175 x 950)  =  166,250 ton miles  of  haul were 
not necessary.  Again,  using FHWA  tables for five-axle  hauling units, 
8  this amounts  to an energy  savings of  9.6425 x 10  Btu's.  This converts 
to 7,714  gallons of  gasoline or 6,937  gallons of  number  two  diesel fuel. 
More  energy savings resulted from  the 950  tons of  reusable asphalt 
cement  because  there was  no  energy  expended  for asphalt cement  storage. 
The Asphalt Institute has estimated that 6,400 Btu's  per  ton are required 
to heat asphalt cement  during storage.  Using  this criteria, an additional 
6  6.08 x  10  Btu's were  conserved.  Converted  to fuel consumptions,  it means 
a savings of  48  gallons of  gasoline or 44  gallons of  number  two  diesel 
fuel.  This savings is negligible. 
Reclaiming Gravel-Clay  Base and  Roadway  Widening 
The  contract items of  salvaging the chemically treated gravel-clay 
subbase and lowering and widening  the roadway  were performed  jointly. 
First, four inches of  subbase were  scarified on one  side of  the roadway, then windrowed  on  the opposite side of  the road.  Then,  with the 
subbase removed  and  windrowed,  the dirt exposed  half  of  the road was 
lowered uniformly  18 inches.  In the grade lowering operation the 
excess material was  simply pushed  over the slope of  the road  and 
compacted  with a  sheeps-foot  roller.  When  the lowering process was 
completed  on one half  of  the road,  it was  repeated  on the other half. 
The goal of  this operation was to construct a roadway  width of  30  to 
34  feet; and,  also to use the salvaged granular material as temporary 
surfacing until it was incorporated  in the construction of  the new 
soil aggregate subbase. 
Normally  a project of  this magnitude would  require 27,000  tons of 
gravel for temporary  surfacing or soil aggregate subbase treatment. 
With  the reclaimed gravel already available on the road,  it was  not 
necessary  to haul additional temporary  surfacing.  Average  haul distance 
for temporary  surfacing of  the project would  have been  26  miles from  the 
gravel source to the road.  Thus  (27,000 x  26)  =  702,000  ton miles of 
gravel hauling was  not necessary. 
This operation conserved considerable truck hauling  energy  and  helped 
retard a rapidly diminishing gravel supply.  Referring to FHWA's  tables 
5  for energy consumed  by  three axle trucks,  we  have  (7.02  x  10 )  (2) 
3  9  (4.27  x  10 )  =  5.99508  x  10  Btu's  conserved by  not hauling  temporary 
gravel surfacing.  By  the Asphalt Institutes'  tables this converts to 
a  savings of  47,960  gallons of  gasoline or 43,130 gallons of  number  two 
diesel fuel. 
Prior to 1976,  Kossuth  County's  pavement  shoulder construction was 
done  employing  truck hauling units.  From  1970 through 1975,  the cost of 
truck haul shouldering increased by  125 percent; mostly due to the energy 
crisis of  1973.  It all  shoulder work  on  the project had  been  done by 10 
truck hauling units,  a  total of  270,000  cubic yards would  have been  1 
1 
required  to complete  the work.  Employing  a grade lowering process 
reduced  the amount  of  fill  material necessary  to 40,000  cubic yards. 
Thus,  a  savings of  230,000  cubic yards of  shouldering material did 
not require truck hauling. 
Elimination of  230,000  cubic yards of  truck haul for shoulder work  I 
also conserved  energy.  In previous work,  average truck haul distance 
1 
for shouldering operations was  two  miles.  Using an excavation shrinkage  j 
factor of  30%, shouldering  trucks would  actually haul (230,000 x  1.3)  = 
299,000  loose yardage.  If a  loose cubic yard  of  fill  material weighs  i 
1.25  tons,  then a  total, of  373,750  tons would  have required hauling.  i 
Haul units eliminated by  this typeof operation would  then amount  to 
\ 
(373,750  x  2)  = 747,500  ton miles.  i 
Again using  tablesavailablein The Asphalt  institute's publication, 
this energy  savings in truck haul would  amount  to (3.7375  x  lo5 x  2 x  2 x  i 
4.27  x  lo3) =  70,265  x  lo8 Btu's.  This will  convert  to a fuel savings of  /I 
1 
56.212  gallons of  gasoline or 50,550  gallons of  diesel fuel. 
Crushing Recycled Pavement  i 
Contract documents  specified that the recycled pavement  be crushed  I 
to a maximum  size of  two  inches.  There was  some  skepticism as to what 
problems might  be encountered  in the crushing  operations.  Some  sources  j  I 
thought  that crushing production rates would  be diminished  substantially  I' 
due to clogging of  the crusher  screens.  However,  crushing of  the recycled  i 
pavement  proceeded'with no  decrease in the production rate or other  i 
serious problems.  The  only discomfort  encountered  was  the dustiness 
I 
created due to the extremely dry condition of  the material.  This situ-  i 
ation was partially corrected by  continually wetting down  the stockpiled 
I 
material with water.  i Crushing of  the recycled pavement  was  sublet by  Everds Bros.,  Inc. 
to Maudlin  Construction Company  of  Webster  City,  Iowa.  Maudlin Construc- 
tion performed  the crushing operation with a  conventional  primary  and 
secondary crushing and  screening plant.  Because  of  the type of  material 
being  crushed,  there were no particle size limitations or requirements 
specified other than all  crushed recycled aggregate should  pass a  two-inch 
seive. 
Though  crushed  to a  two-inch  maximum  size,  the recycled aggregate 
contained a  high percentage of  fine material.  The existence of  these 
fines probably  contributed substantially to the air pollution control 
problem  of  the heating and  mixing  process.  The most  outstanding 
characteristic of  the crushed recycled aggregate was  the dryness of  the 
material.  It is thought  that the  crushed  recycled aggregate actually 
absorbs moisture from  the air.  In so doing,  less heating fuel is 
required  to dry the material in the mixing  process. 
Probably less energy is consumed  when  crushing recycled aggregates 
than in producing virgin aggregates.  This would  be due to a  larger 
size of  particle being  produced.  Any  potential energy  savings would  be 
negligible. 
Construction of  Subbase 
Some  problem  was  encountered  in the preparation of  the four-inch 
soil aggregate subbase.  This could be expected because we  were constructing 
the subbase in the same  construction season in which  the grade lowering 
operation was  performed.  Here  in Iowa,  any new  grade is usually very 
unstable until it has endured  at least one winter regardless of  the 
compactive  effort provided  during construction. 
Density requirements  for subbase compaction were  95 percent of 
standard proctor density.  Proctor density requirements were,  in general, easy to obtain,  hut,  due to the condition of  the subgrade below  the 
subbase,  many  areas of  the subbase were unstable.  These areas were 
scarified and  reworked  as  many  as three times.  Even  then it cannot 
be said that the subbase constructed on  this project was  entirely 
satisfactory. 
If  this pavement  should fail structurally in the future--it  hasn't 
as of  the date of  this report--said  failure  will probably  be due to the 
condition of  the subbase.  In future pavement  recycling work,  Kossuth 
County will not do grade lowering work  in the same construction season 
that it. does  the paving work. 
Mixing  Recycled  Pavement 
On  Kossuth County  Project SN-1179(6)  a Barber-Greene  10 x 30 
drum  mixer was  used  to heat and mix  the asphalt cement,  recycled 
aggregates and  the virgin aggregate.  A  wet  wash  scrubber system of  air 
pollution control was  employed  in the asphalt plant configuration. 
The  primary asphalt plant modification was  an arrangement whereby 
the burner  flame was  backed  several feet away  from  the drum  mixer.  It 
was  hoped  that this modification would  eliminate direct flame contact 
with the recycled aggregate and  reduce  initial aggregate contact tempera- 
tures.  Excess air was  also introduced into the mixer  inlet by  a high 
output air fan hoping  to cool the burner gases and  thus lower mix  contact 
temperatures.  Neither  of  these modifications helped  solve the pollution 
problem.  In fact, introduction of  excess air to the drum mixer may  have 
compounded  the pollution problem  by  providing additional oxygen  for 
combustion  of  the recycled aggregate. 
After eight days of  operation with the above plant modification, a 
deflection heat  shield was  added  at the inlet end  of  the drum  mixer.  The heat  shield was  designed  todeflect the burner  flame and  the flow of 
hot gases to prevent  impingment  of  these gases on  the asphalt and 
aggregates.  This modification had  little  or no  effect in reducing  the 
pollution problem. 
At still a  later date in the mixing  operation,  the asphalt plant 
was  further modified  by  the construction of  an aggregate augering 
system at the rear or outlet end  of  the mixer.  The very fine material 
of  the recycled aggregate was  separated from  the coarse particles. 
The fine recycled aggregate was  then augered  into the rear end  of  the 
drum  mixer  and mixed  with the other aggregates and  asphalt.  There was 
some visual improvement  noticed in the pollution during the time this 
modification was in operation.  However,  the augering device was 
structurally underdesigned  and  broke down  after 30 minutes of  operation. 
There was  not enough  time of  operation to properly test and  evaluate 
air pollution created while this modification was  in  use. 
To  provide water for the wet  wash  scrubber system,  the contractor 
drilled a well.  A  catch basin was  excavated  in the area of  the scrubber 
system and  filled with water  from  the well.  In a department memorandum, 
dated January 19, 1976,  the Iowa  Department  of  Environmental Quality 
recommended  that a medium  energy  scrubber be required as the pollution 
control system.  The memorandum  established minimum  parameters required 
for the removal  of  particles of  the one micron rnage.  A  copy  of  this 
memorandum  is shown  in Exhibit D. 
The  appearance of  the mix  produced  in the pavement  recycling process 
was  that of  a conventional asphaltic concrete me<.  During  the time of 
the mixing  process,  the percentage of  recycled  pavement  incorporated was 
changed  and  varied from  67% recycled  to 30%.  Regardless of  the percentage 
being mixed,  there was  no visible change  in appearance.  Nor  was  there any change or improvement  in the pollution problem.  To  maintain a constant 
residual asphalt content,  the amount  of  asphalt cement  added  to the mix 
was increased as the percentage of  virgin aggregate incorporated was 
increased.  Exhibit E documents  the changes made  in the aggregates on 
a  day  to day  basis. 
Energy was also conserved  in the mixing  process of  asphalt pavement 
recycling.  It is regretable that Kossuth County  did not have  the chance 
to actually monitor  the fuel consumption required in the heating and 
mixing  part of  the project. 
However,  in several conversations with Mr.  Doug  Meyer,  President 
of  Everds Brothers,  Inc.,  he  emphasized  that less fuel was  being consumed 
in  heating and mixing  of  the recycled mix  than  in conventional mixes. 
Everds Brothers,  Inc.  had  constructed many  miles of  asphalt pavement 
in Kossuth County  and were familiar with the aggregate characteristics 
of  this area.  Mr.  Meyer  indicated that the recycled mix was  consuming 
1.9  to 2.0 gallons per  ton of  mix wheras a conventionel mix  had  been 
requiring 2.5  to 2.75 gallons per ton of  mix.  Without  question,  it 
can be assumed  that one-half  gallon of  fuel per  ton of  mix  was  conserved. 
One  reason  that the recycled mix  required less fuel is the dryness 
of  the crushed material in the stockpile.  As mentioned  earlier in this 
report,  the recycled aggregate probably  absorbed  moisture  and  thus 
required fewer  BTU's  in the drying process.  Another  reason for less 
energy consumption  could be due to the retention of  ambient  heat of  the 
summer  season while in the stockpile. 
Number  two  fuel oil  was  used  for the heating and  mixing  operation 
on the project.  Assuming  that fuel was  saved  at the rate of  one-half 
gallon per ton of  mix  and again applying  tables provided  by  The  Asphalt 
I 
~nstitute(l)  the amount  of  energy conserved can be calculated in  terms of  Btu's and/or gallons of  fuel.  Calculations show  that (42,129  x 
9  0.5 x 1.39 x lo5)  =  2.92796  x 10  Btu's were conserved or 21,065  gallons 
of  number  two  diesel fuel. 
Mix temperatures on  the road were maintained as  required by  the 
0 
specifications and  generally were in the 2500  to 260  F.  area.  On 
two  occasions the mix  temperature dropped  to 220'  F.  but this was  only 
for a  short period of  time.  On  other occasions,  the mix  temperature 
was 280°  F.  This fact indicates that the asphalt plant was truly tested 
in the pollution control experiments. 
Pavement  Laydown 
On  the road,  the recycled pavement  mix was  as easy to work with 
as any  conventional asphalt mix.  A  full-width  Barber-Greene  paver was 
used  in the paving  process.  Vibratory and  pneumatic  rollers were 
employed  for compaction.  Density  requirements were  94  percent of 
laboratory density.  Density was  relatively easy to obtain except when 
the ambient  air temperatures dropped  in later October. 
One  noticeable characteristic of  the pavement  mix was  an occasional 
pulling and  gouging under  the paver  scrid.  This was  attributed to the 
fact that the recycled pavement  was  crushed  to a  two-inch  maximum  size. 
Apparently,  the recycled pavement  did not break down  smaller than a 
two  inch size during  theheatingand mixing process.  Gouging  on  the 
surface caused  some  inconvenience  to the contractor in the pavement 
laydown  operation but did not effect ths surface texture or pavement 
structure.  This problem  has been  corrected on recent Kossuth County 
projects when  recycled material is crushed  to a maximum  one-inch  size. 
Laboratory and  Field Evaluation 
Normal  asphalt pavement  laboratory analysis and  field evaluation were 
carried out during construction.  In addition, Barber-Greene  engineers constantly monitored  the air pollution characteristics of  the heating 
and mixing  process. 
I 
In the realm of  air pollution analysis it is doubtful if any  i 
asphalt paving  plant was  ever subjected to such rigid testing.  The 
Barber-Greene  Company  provided  their own  field laboratory at the plant 
I 
and  constantly observed what  was happening  inside and  outside of  the  !, 
plant configuration.  Several temperature measuring  devices were located 
at critical locations inside the drum  mixer and  the pollution control  I 
system.  Pressure drop through the scrubber venturi was  continually  i 
monitored  as well as stack emissions.  The  results of  Barber-Greene 
,) 
testing have  been  restricted by  the company  and  are not available to 
the public. 
! 
One  requirement of  the specifications was  that one air pollution 
analysis be made  within two  weeks  of  plant start up  by  a qualified,  ) 
) 
disinterested consultant engineering firm.  Entropy Environmentalists, 
Incorporated,  Research Park,  North Carolina,  performed  the specified  I 
pollution test according  to Environmental Protection Agency  Method  V. 
A  copy  of  the test report(2)  should be available from  this organization.  1 
Results of  the test show  that the air pollution standards of  the E.P.A.  j 
were  far from being  obtained. 
Laboratory analysis,  consisting of  trial pavement  design mixes,  1 
laboratory pavement  densities,  asphalt extractions, viscosities,  and 
I 
I 
residual penetrations were performed  by  the Iowa  Department  of Transpor- 
tation District and  State Central Laboratories.  Field densities and  1 
I 
,I 
material testing was  done by  Kossuth County Engineer's  personnel.  There 
was  no  seive analysis taken of  the crushed  recycled  pavement  other than  1  I 
to be certain that all  crushed material passed  the two  inch seive. 
Consequently,  it was  thought  that seive samples on  the cold feed aggregate 
I 
! 
belt were not necessary.  i  I The  Iowa Department  of  Transportation Central Office also arranged 
to subject the finished recycled  pavement  to annual skid resistance 
and  deflection tests.  Results of  these tests are covered  latter in 
this report.  Other  characteristics of  the finished pavement  are shown 
in  Exhibit E. 
Conservation 
Existing apshalt pavements  are a  constant,  endless source of 
supply of  aggregates used  in paving.  This is particularly important 
in regions which  have a  limited or marginal supply of  aggregates or 
where aggregate haul distances are substantial.  Eventually,  it may 
also have  a decrease in aggregate costs which  occur due to the cost 
of  mineral rights and  royalties.  It is probably one method  of  creating 
competition between  aggregate producers as well as  conserving aggregate 
supply sources. 
Where  energy  is saved,  costs must  be saved.  Contractors and 
engineers should  be made  aware of  these savings.  Contractors in a 
competitive market  should pass  the savings on  to the contracting authority. 
Engineers  should  analyze each prospective paving or repaving project as 
to the economics  involved when  pavement  recycling is a potential alter- 
native. 
Most  of  the energy  savings in a pavement  recycling project results 
from  a substantial decrease in average truck haul distance.  In any 
recycling project,  engineers can locate the plant site  near  to the paving 
project and  where  haul distance is at a minimum. 
Though  it  was and  is nearly impossible to precisely document  the 
energy  savings incurred in a recycling project,  it is possible to make 
an educated  estimate of  these savings when  related factors are known  or 
assumed.  The  following table will give the reader  some  indication as to the potential energy savings estimated on Kossuth County,  Iowa  Project 
SN-1179(6)  and  explained  earlier in the report. 
Estimated  Energy  Conserved 
Itan were energy  saved  I  Btu's  I Gals.  Gas  I  Gals.  //2 Diesel 
TOTALS  1  21.4669076  x  lo9  1  171,734  1  154,438 
Reclaim Pavement 
Reclaim Gravel 
Grade,  Lower  &  Widen 
Asphalt Storage 
Asphalt Transportation 
Heating &  Mixing 
Asphalt  Concrete 
The analysis of  the above table will  reveal that most of  the energy 
savings in a  typical asphalt pavement  recycling project is attributable 
4.5470376  x  lo9 
5.99508  x  lo9 
7.0265  x  &09 
6.08  x  10 
9.6425  x  lo8 
2.92796  x  lo9 
to decreased  truck haul distance.  If, in the above table, only those 







reclaiming gravel or grade lowering--54%  of  the energy  saved was  due to 







was  a  savings of  67,562  gallons of  gasoline or the equivalent of  60,758 
gallons of  number  two  diesel fuel. 
Costs--Conventional  vs.  Recycling 
Previous to 1976,  Kossuth County's  conventional method  of  improving 
an asphalt road was  to resurface with four inches of  asphaltic concrete, 
construct four to six foot shoulders with trucks and  other earth moving 
equipment,  and  purchase necessary right of  way  to complete the project. 
With  rising right of  way  costs,  the energy  crunch and  other inflationary 
characteristics,  we  decided to investigate the possibility of  using other 
methods  which  would  give  similar  results.  The  result of  these consider- 
ations is the reason why  Kossuth County  became  so extensively involved in 
the recycling process. 19 
Exhibit F  shows  a  cost comparison between  the conventional method 
of  constructing this type of  project previous to 1976 and  the actual 
construction costs of  Project SN-1179(6).  Upon  investigation,  Exhibit 
F  will show  that the total cost of  recycled asphaltic concrete was  $12.03 
per ton compared  to an estimated $14.06  per  ton for a conventional mix. 
On  Project SN-1179(6),  the cost of  salvaging,  crushing,  and  stock- 
piling recycled pavement  was  $3.40  per ton.  The cost of  the recycled 
aggregate included a 10%  loss of  6"  salvaged pavement  due to the 
handling process.  Excess recycled material salvaged on  this project was 
used  in three other pavement  recycling projects.  Only  26,622  tons were 
incorporated  in SN-1179(6). 
Though  the cost of  salvaging  the old pavement  was  $3.40  per  ton as 
compared  to $2.45  for virgin aggregates, we  must  be aware of  the existence 
of  2%  reusable asphalt cement  in the recycled  aggregate.  When  considering 
an asphaltic concrete cost of  $81.00  per  ton,  this means  that each ton 
of  recycled aggregate contained asphalt cement valued  at  $1.82  per  ton. 
At 1980 prices of  asphalt cement,  which  is $150 to $160 per  ton,  the 
dollars saved by  the salvaging process is nearly double that of  1976. 
In Exhibit F,  the bid items included a mobilization item of  cost 
which  Kossuth County  has eliminated in its 1978 and  1979 recycling projects. 
In the infancy of  recycling work,  this was  added  as a bid item to help 
protect the contractor in the event of  a forced  shutdown  by  the pollution 
authorities. 
The price structure has changed  substantially since 1976 with 1980 
price levels being at  least 50% higher  on most  items.  Methods  of 
construction have  changed  and  improved  since 1976.  Now,  with the CMI 
Pavement  Pulverizer available,  the recycled  pavement  crushing operation 
should not be required,  thereby saving more  energy  and  costs. Recycled  Pavement  Performance 
The recycled asphaltic concrete pavement  of  Kossuth County Project 
SN-1179(6)  is functioning as  well as  any  other conventional asphalt  I 
I 
pavement.  As of  the date of  this report,  it has been  completed  three 
and  one half  years and  has functioned  satisfactorily through four rugged  1 
I 
Iowa  winters. 
Like other conventional new  or resurfaced pavements,  the recycled  1 
pavement  surface has a  substantial amount  of  pitting of  the surface  h 
I 
texture.  With  the gravel aggregates available in  Kossuth County,  this 
I 
is a normal occurrence after four or five years.  This characteristic  I 
is normal  for any asphalt work  in the County.  It is routinely corrected, 
1 
after the pavement  has been  in place about seven years,  with a  limestone  1 
chip seal coat.  The chip seal coat will then extend  the surface life 
1 
I  of  the pavement  for about ten years. 
There is no  evidence of  structural damage  on  the entire 10.065 miles  I 
of  the project.  The  Iowa  Department  of  Transportation has performed 
Road  Rater Deflection Tests on  the pavement  annually.  Road  Rater Tests  1  I 
were conducted  twice in 1977,  twice in 1978,  and  once  in 1979.  The 
theoretical AASHTO  Structural Number  for the pavement  is 2.40  using a  i 
coefficient of  0.40  per  inch corrected for temperature variations.  Road  I 
I 
rater  test results are as follows: 
Deflection  1  ! 
Date  -  Mils  -  SR 
The  coefficient of  0.40  per  inch is the coefficient used  for Type  B, 
I 
I 
Class 2 asphaltic concrete pavement. 
I Surface friction-skid  tests were also conducted  annually by  the 
Iowa  Department  of  Transportation.  The  friction numbers were obtained 
at  40  and  55 miles per hour and  the speed gradients are given below. 
The friction numbers  are considerably higher  than recommended  minimum 
friction numbers  given in  National Cooperative Highway  Research Program 
Report 37,  Tentative Skid-Resistance  for Main  Rural Highways.  Speed 




40 mph  55 mph  Gradient 
Northbound  61  53  0.5 
Southbound  60  50  0.7 
Northbound  60  54  0.4 
Southbound  59  54  0.3 
Northbound  58  52  0.4 
Southbound  58  51  0.3 
Laboratory analysis by  Lowell 3. Zearley,  Bituminous Chemist  for 
the Iowa  Department  of  Transportation and  his subsequent report entitled 
11 Penetration Characteristics of  Asphalt  in a Recycled  Mixture,"  November 
1979, (3)  concluded  that "the mixing of  the old and  new  asphalt occured 
extensively in the hot recycling process."  Mr.  Zearley's  conclusion 
substantiates the results shown  in Exhibit E  of  this report.  Basically, 
it proves  that the residual asphalt penetration of  an old pavement  can 
be substantially increased if a high penetration asphalt cement is used 
in the pavement  recycling process. Summary 
Kossuth County Recycling Project SN-1179(6)  created alot of 
interest in the asphalt pavement  recycling process.  Interest was 
indicated by  the large attendance at  the two  "open  houses"  sponsered 
jointly by  Everds Bros.,  Inc.,  Barber-Greene  Company,  the Iowa  D.O.T., 
and  the FHWA.  Total attendance was  well above 200  people.  Those  in 
attendance were not only from  every area of  the United  States but also 
from Canada  and Japan. 
Several conclusions can be made  as a result of  the project. 
Probably  the most  important is that energy  can be conserved  and  money 
saved when  the recycling process is possible.  The project proved  that 
a good  quality pavement  could  be produced  even with  the use of  marginal 
recycled  aggregates.  It proved,  too,  that the physical properties of 
an old apshalt pavement  can be upgraded  when  a  quality virgin aggregate 
is incorporated  in the mix. 
The greatest disappointment of  the project was  the inability of  the 
contractor or the equipment manufacturer  to make  any noticeable improve- 
ment  in the pollution control problem.  However,  the augering device used 
for a very short time during the plant operation must have given the 
Barber-Greene  Company  a direction in  which  to proceed  in its efforts to 
control pollution.  The principle this company  uses today is much  the same. 
From  the results of  this recycling work,  we  all  realized  that there 
was  alot of  work  to be done in the area of  air pollution control.  The 
equipment manufacturers have attacked  this problem  with vigor and  today 
pollution standards can be met  with little  or no  problem. 
Many  organizations and  individuals should  be thanked  and  recognized 
for their contributions to the project.  Specifically,  the Iowa  Department of  Environmental Quality and  the Environmental Protection Agency  for 
their interest and  patience in letting the project go  to completion. 
The  Iowa  Department  of  Transportation and  Federal Highway  Administration 
for their input and  cooperation;  Everds Brothers,  Incorporated and  the 
Barber-Greene  Company  for their pioneering  efforts and  financial support 
and  cooperation.  Individuals who  contributed  to the success of  the 
project and  who  should  have  special recognition are:  George Calvert, 
Charles Huisman  and  Bernard  Ortgies of  the Iowa  Department  of  Transpor- 
tation,  and  Richard  Schiek,  Assistant Kossuth County Engineer. References  - 
(1)  "Energy Requirements for Roadway Pavements,"  The Asphalt Institute, 
MISC-75-3,  April 1975. 
(2)  Source Sampling Report,  "Experimental Asphalt Concrete Recycling 
Plant in Iowa", No.  68-01-3172,  Ocotber 1976. 
(3)  "Penetration Characteristics of Asphalt in a Recycled Mixture," Lowell 
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Nn  ITEM  /  Quantity  /  Unit  1  Unit Price  1  Amount 
L  BASE,  RECLAIPI.  CRUSH  e  STOCKPILE 
BITURINOUS  CONCRETE  L28aB92  SP* VDS* 
?  RECONSTRUCTION  OF  SUBGRADE  9e5Lb  RILES  IL. 347.00  LO7a97B.05 
3  SUBBASE*  CONSTRUCTION  OF  SOIL 
AGGREGATE  9.932  MILES  3a20O-00  33.782.40 
4  BASE.  RECYCLED  ASPHALTIC  CONCRETE  44.838  TONS  4.85  217*9b4*30 
5  PRIflEU  OR  TACK-COAT  BITUMEN  5~B9b  GALS*  50  20  598.00 
b  ASPHALT  CEflEMT  L.719  TONS  8~~00  139.239-00 
7  ~~OBILIZATION  COST  LU~P  sun  78soo.oo 
GRAND  TOTAL  4b51.418.7L 
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-. --  .......  -  -.  ...  ......-...  ...  .  - 
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That  if  Is  further  un&n,ond  qnd ogmd by  the  porllsa  of  thi.  <entrort  dot  the  .bere  work  ~h~fl  bo  cammenad  an  or  befor..  and  shall  bo  completed  -  ... ..  ..............  ...  .- -. 
Apprax. or Specified  Starting Dais  Specified Completion Dote 
on  or  befare,-  or  Nurnber  of  Working Days  ...  F--  -  .- 
or  Number of Working Day. 
I  I00 UORKIWG  DAIS  I  OCT.  35.  L97b  I 
That  tima  ir tho  ossanrs  of  this  ronlrort  and  ?hot soid  confroo cont~ln~  ail of  tho trm.  ~nd  conditions agreed upon by tho  parties hsrato. 
IN WITNESS  WHEREOF  tho  portiab  hereto  hove  r.1  rhair  hmds  for  the  purp08e  hsrmin  express4  to  this  ~nd  3h.w  other  in$lrvmanl*  af  like  tonor,  a*  of 
+he.  -. -.  ..  &y  of  BAY  1  3  1976  .  19 
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EXHIBIT  .  . 
. .  .  .  STATE OP  JOWA 
.<.A 
DEPARTh3ENT  ,OF  ENVlRONhlENTAL QUALITY 
. . 
I  1.'  ,  ,  .  " 
UES  YOINES. lOWA G03l6 
MEMORANDUM 
To:  '  R.  A.  Walker  --  D~,~:  .  Januazy 19, 1976  . 
Recycling Asphalt  Leo  Glassen, P.E.  From:  Re: -  permits Section.  Kossuth County 
\. 
After rev.iewing blr.'Henelygs letter of December 16, 1975. we  .offer  the 
following comments. 
,  . 
1:  We fully endorse  'the  concept and offer our cooperarion ixi  solving the 
problem of'meeting  air pollutipla control regulations. 
.  . 
2.  Our observations of the experimental  run last September as  'discussed 
in  tlr.  Wollqs  report:  of September 30, 1975, and Mr. walker's letter 
of December 10, 1975, point out that the process used at that time. 
would not meet our exfsting regulations,  .  . 
,  . 
3.  We can not offer a solution to the problem but will outline our 
recommendations for any future experiment. 
4.  We believe the observed emissions consisted of a high percentage of 
small particles one micron or less in size.  In order to remove an 
acceptable percentage of these particles, a medium energy scrubber 
will be required. 
5.  We have calculated various venturi configurations and believe,that  the 
minimum parameters for the removal of particles in the one micron range  . 
are:  . .  .  . 
a.  A throat velocity of 200 feet per second. 
b.  Water injection rates from 8  to 10  GPH per 1000 CFM 
.' 
.  . 
c.  An air pressure drop through the yenturi in the 20 
to 25 inch water gauge range. .' 
'  . 
.  .  6.  other types of scrubbers  with efficiencies above 95% ?lay be a possible 
substftute.for  a  venturi.  We do notbelieve fabric filtration or dry .  , 
collection devices can  be used because the asphalt-coated particles 
would'blank-off  or  clop these devices in a short time. 
.  .  ., 
7.  We will evaluate any proposed control device but will not issuea 
p+rmit-orhex?eha&an-  experimental-'pI@3mXtttwIth  'Ttii°Fondit'~df  hat  2 
stack test be made withirdPtwo  weeks of startup,".  .  . 
.  . 
,  .  ,  8. Any contractor who is awarded this contract should be advised of the  '  . 
construction  permit requirements and informed to contact us as early.. 
as possible:  bn any permit questions:.'  .  .  . 
,  "  . . r
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